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Motivation
Motivation
Human dimension in
engineering
business
marketing
planning
policy making
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Motivation
Motivation
Need for
behavioral theories
quantitative methods
operational mathematical
models
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Motivation
Motivation
Concept of demand
marketing
transportation
energy
finance
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Motivation
Motivation
Concept of choice
Marketing:brand, product
Transport: mode,
destination
Energy: type, usage
Finance: buy/sell, product
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Motivation
Applications
Willingness to pay for travel time savings
Swiss Federal Road Office
Compute the Swiss value of
time
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Motivation
Applications
Market share of electrical vehicles
Renault Suisse
Forecasting of market shares
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Motivation
Applications
Dynamics of vehicle ownership
PSA Peugeot Citroe¨n
Vehicle transactions model
Changes in households
vehicle ownership
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Motivation
Applications
Path to purchase: the case of ice creams
Nestle´ Research Center
Impact of the design of the
poster
on the choice of ice cream
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Motivation Importance
Importance
Daniel L. McFadden
UC Berkeley 1963, MIT 1977, UC Berkeley 1991
Laureate of The Bank of Sweden Prize in Economic
Sciences in Memory of Alfred Nobel 2000
Owns a farm and vineyard in Napa Valley
“Farm work clears the mind, and the vineyard is a
great place to prove theorems”
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Some theory
Choice theory
Choice: outcome of a sequential decision-making process
defining the choice problem
generating alternatives
evaluating alternatives
making a choice,
executing the choice.
Theory of behavior that is
descriptive: how people behave and not how they should
abstract: not too specific
operational: can be used in practice for forecasting
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Some theory
Building the theory
Define
1 who (or what) is the decision maker,
2 what are the characteristics of the decision maker,
3 what are the alternatives available for the choice,
4 what are the attributes of the alternatives, and
5 what is the decision rule that the decision maker uses to make a
choice.
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Some theory Decision maker
Decision maker
Individual
a person
a group of persons (internal interactions are ignored)
household, family
firm
government agency
notation: n
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Some theory Characteristics
Characteristics of the decision maker
Disaggregate models
Individuals
face different choice situations
have different tastes
Characteristics
income
sex
age
level of education
household/firm size
etc.
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Some theory Choice set
Alternatives
Choice set
Non empty finite and countable set of alternatives
Universal: C
Individual specific: Cn ⊆ C
Availability, awareness
Example
Choice of a transportation mode
C ={car, bus, metro, walking }
If the decision maker has no driver license, and the trip is 12km long
Cn = {bus,metro}
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Some theory Choice set
Continuous choice set
Microeconomic demand analysis
Commodity bundle
q1: quantity of
milk
q2: quantity of
bread
q3: quantity of
butter
Unit price: pi
Budget: I
q1
q2
q3
p1q1 + p2q2 + p3q3 = I
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Some theory Choice set
Discrete choice set
Discrete choice analysis
List of alternatives
Brand A
Brand B
Brand C
A
B
C
•
•
•
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Some theory Alternative attributes
Alternative attributes
Characterize each alternative i
for each individual n
price
travel time
frequency
comfort
color
size
etc.
Nature of the variables
Discrete and continuous
Generic and specific
Measured or perceived
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Some theory Decision rule
Decision rule
Homo economicus
Rational and narrowly self-interested economic actor who is optimizing her
outcome
Utility
Un : Cn −→ R : a Un(a)
captures the attractiveness of an alternative
measure that the decision maker wants to optimize
Behavioral assumption
the decision maker associates a utility with each alternative
the decision maker is a perfect optimizer
the alternative with the highest utility is chosen
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Some theory Decision rule
Simple example: mode choice
Attributes
Attributes
Alternatives Travel time (t) Travel cost (c)
Car (1) t1 c1
Bus (2) t2 c2
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Some theory Decision rule
Simple example: mode choice
Utility functions
U1 = −βtt1 − βcc1,
U2 = −βtt2 − βcc2,
where βt > 0 and βc > 0 are parameters.
Equivalent specification
U1 = −(βt/βc)t1 − c1 = −βt1 − c1
U2 = −(βt/βc)t2 − c2 = −βt2 − c2
where β > 0 is a parameter.
Choice
Alternative 1 is chosen if U1 ≥ U2.
Ties are ignored.
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Some theory Decision rule
Simple example: mode choice
Choice
Alternative 1 is chosen if
−βt1 − c1 ≥ −βt2 − c2
or
−β(t1 − t2) ≥ c1 − c2
Alternative 2 is chosen if
−βt1 − c1 ≤ −βt2 − c2
or
−β(t1 − t2) ≤ c1 − c2
Dominated alternative
If c2 > c1 and t2 > t1, U1 > U2 for any β > 0
If c1 > c2 and t1 > t2, U2 > U1 for any β > 0
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Some theory Decision rule
Simple example: mode choice
Trade-off
Assume c2 > c1 and t1 > t2.
Is the traveler willing to pay the extra cost c2 − c1 to save the extra
time t1 − t2?
Alternative 2 is chosen if
−β(t1 − t2) ≤ c1 − c2
or
β ≥
c2 − c1
t1 − t2
β is called the willingness to pay or value of time
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Some theory Decision rule
Simple example: mode choice
c1 + βt1 =
c2 + βt2
t1 − t2
c1 − c2
Alt. 1 is dominant
Alt. 2 is dominant
Alt. 2 is preferred
1 is preferred
β
1
Alt. 1 is chosen
Alt. 2 is chosen
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Some theory The random utility model
Random utility model
Random utility
Uin = Vin + εin.
The logit model
P(i |Cn) =
eVin
∑
j∈Cne
Vjn
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Choice data
Choice data
Revealed preferences
actual choice observed
in real market situations
Example: scanner data in
supermarkets
Stated preferences
hypothetical situations
attributes defined by the
analyst
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Choice data
Data
Questionnaires
Data about the respondent
Choice data
Revealed preferences
Stated preferences
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Choice data
Data: example of a questionaire
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Choice data
Data
Smartphones
GSM, GPS
Accelerometer
WiFi
Bluetooth
Ambient sound
And more...
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Choice data
Data
Scanner data
Detailed purchase
information
Personalized
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Choice data
Data
Eye tracking
Where do people look?
Used in marketing research
Used in driving safety
research
Relevant for pedestrian
models
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Choice data
Data: eye tracking
Movie: Nestle´ data collection
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Market shares of electrical vehicles
Market shares of electrical vehicles
Glerum, A., Stankovikj, L., Thmans, M., and Bierlaire, M. (to appear)
Forecasting the demand for electric vehicles: accounting for attitudes and
perceptions, Transportation Science (accepted for publication on May 29,
2013)
Objectives
Demand analysis for two electrical vehicles: Zoe & Fluence (Renault)
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Market shares of electrical vehicles
Sample
Target groups
Sampling from
Recent buyers
Prospective buyers
Renault customers
Everybody from
Pre-orders
Z. E. newsletter
Sampling protocol: representative for
3 language regions of Switzerland (German, French, Italian)
Gender
Age category (18–35, 36-55, 56–74)
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Market shares of electrical vehicles
Sample
High response rate - possibility to segment
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Market shares of electrical vehicles
Sample
Unbalanced sample (gender): need for corrections
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Market shares of electrical vehicles
Survey
Phase I
Characteristics of car(s) of respondents household
Socio-economic information
Mobility habits
Phase II
Opinions and perceptions on topics related to EV
Choice situations
Willingness-to-pay
Interest in additional services
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Market shares of electrical vehicles
Design of the choice experiment
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Market shares of electrical vehicles
Segmentation
A priori higher interest for EV and/or Renault
Pre-orders (1)
Subscribers of the Z.E. newsletter (2)
A priori interest in Renault
Renault customers (3)
No a priori interest for EV and/or Renault
Recent buyers (4)
Prospective buyers (5)
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Market shares of electrical vehicles
Model specification
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Market shares of electrical vehicles
Parameter estimates
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Market shares of electrical vehicles
Parameter estimates
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Market shares of electrical vehicles
Parameter estimates
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Market shares of electrical vehicles
Market shares and revenues
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Value of time
Value of time in Switzerland
Axhausen, K., Hess, S., Koenig, A., Abay, G., Bates, J., and Bierlaire, M.
(2008)
Income and distance elasticities of values of travel time savings: new Swiss
results, Transport Policy 15(3):173-185.
Data collection
Source for recruitment: survey “Kontinuierliche Erhebung zum
Personenverkehr” (KEP) by SBB/CFF
Stated preferences
Questionnaire designed based on a real reference trip
Three parts:
SP mode choice (car / bus or rail)
SP route choice (current mode or alternative mode)
Socio-demographics and information about the reference trip
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Value of time
Value of time in Switzerland
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Value of time
Value of time in Switzerland
Number of observations (1225 individuals)
Business Commuters Leisure Shopping Total
Mode : car/bus 6 162 186 126 480
Mode : car/rail 426 1716 2538 1104 5784
Route : bus for bus users 9 405 450 342 1206
Route : car for car users 156 846 1176 660 2838
Route : rail for car users 126 594 837 504 2061
Route : rail for rail users 324 1008 1881 288 3501
Total 1047 4731 7068 3024 15870
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Value of time
Value of time in Switzerland
Explanatory variables
travel time
travel cost
level of congestion (car)
frequency (TC)
number of transfers (TC)
trip length
income
inertia
car availability
sex
1/2-fare CFF
general subscription
trip purpose
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Value of time
Value of time in Switzerland
Business Commute Leisure Shopping
Time TC (CHF/h) 49.57 27.81 21.84 17.73
Time car (CHF/h) 50.23 30.64 29.20 24.32
Headway (CHF/h) 14.88 11.18 13.38 8.48
CHF/transfer 7.85 4.89 7.32 3.52
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Value of time
Value of time in Switzerland
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Value of time
Value of time in Switzerland
Value of time varies (namely) with
transportation mode,
trip purpose,
income,
trip length.
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Dynamic of vehicle ownership
Reference
Stathopoulos, A., Glerum, A., Thmans, M., and Bierlaire, M. (2013)
Dynamic vehicle ownership forecasting: a framework to model
inter-temporal renewal decisions. Proceedings of the Swiss Transportation
Research Conference (STRC) 24-26 April, 2013.
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Dynamic of vehicle ownership
Objectives
Vehicle transactions model capturing changes in a household’s vehicle
ownership status
Account for the behavioral principles that govern renewal behavior
changes in ownership (car market transactions) are explained
Two goals:
1 quantify impact of different time-varying factors that drive vehicle
replacement over time.
2 delineate a detailed vehicle transition-matrix
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Dynamic of vehicle ownership Data
Available data
Revealed choices: New car acquisitions
Working with undisclosed survey company we have access to repeated
cross-section over 20 years (1991-2011):
representative sample of all car-buyers in major EU markets
detailed survey on new + past vehicle
sociodemographics for buyer and household
’soft’ indicators such as motivations, attitudes
Dimension of data is approximately 30’000 rows / year = car acquisitions.
These are weighed to represent annual new car registrations (c.a. 1.5
million)
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Dynamic of vehicle ownership Data
Applied to the french market
E.g. for 2011 we have 39’000 data-rows, reweighed to represent the
1’700’000 vehicle acquisitions (>90% renewers)
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Dynamic of vehicle ownership Methodology
Method
Markov Chain with m states
A state = a car segment
Transition matrix, T specifies the probabilities that the system moves
from one state to another in a unit of time.
T -matrix is unknown with no restrictions, but estimated from the
data.
Parameters to infer are m2 matrix entries pij defined as
pij = Pr(Xt+1 = j |Xt)
We observe from the sample the chain of realizations of the different
shifts across car segments (6 origins, 5 destinations = 30 entries in T)
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Dynamic of vehicle ownership Methodology
Model structure
Macroscopic events
current vehicle features
political interventions
vehicle market-dynamics
economic variables
past choice
used market...
explain transaction behavior
over 20 years
In particular, timing of transition
Enable forecasting based on
making assumptions on the
variables
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Dynamic of vehicle ownership Methodology
Model structure
Discrete choice
Aggregate data → assumes W identical households choosing a
vehicle segment.
In application the modeled choices are weighted by W .
Utility specification
V
w
j,t = f (βASCSEGMENTj
+βTRANSITIONS{PREV TO NEW SEGMENT}j,t
+βNEWVEHICLE{PRICE,CONSO}j,t
+βPOLICIES{BONMAL,CO2,SCRAP}t
+βVEHICLESUPPLY{nbALTFUEL,nbCITY,nbMONO, nbSUV,nbUSED}t
+βMARKET{PETROL}t)
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Dynamic of vehicle ownership Methodology
Model structure
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Dynamic of vehicle ownership Methodology
Model structure
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Dynamic of vehicle ownership Results: transitions
Results
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Dynamic of vehicle ownership Results: transitions
Results: veh. market & veh. features
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Dynamic of vehicle ownership Results: transitions
Results: fuel & policies
Parameter Beta t-test 
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Dynamic of vehicle ownership Results: transitions
Model summary
Number of estimated parameters: 49
Sample size: 756 rows = 6 alternatives
Init log-likelihood: -64663.406
Final log-likelihood: -43969.919
ρ2 adj.: 0.319
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Dynamic of vehicle ownership Results: transitions
Example transition matrix (2011)
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Dynamic of vehicle ownership Results: transitions
Validation of the model
The ultimate validation is against the real observed market-shares
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Dynamic of vehicle ownership Results: transitions
Validation of the model (holdout)
The model was applied to in-sample hold-out (last 2 years)
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Dynamic of vehicle ownership Results: transitions
Validation of the model (holdout): transition matrix level
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Dynamic of vehicle ownership Results: transitions
Validation on 2012 real market shares
Comparison of modeled market shares against the measured 2012
market-shares
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Dynamic of vehicle ownership Results: transitions
Testing scenarios
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Dynamic of vehicle ownership Results: transitions
Forecasting until 2016
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Path to purchase
Path to purchase: the case of ice-cream
Collaboration Nestle´-EPFL
2006–2008
Nestle´
Nestle´ Research Center
Ice cream Business Unit
EPFL
Transport and Mobility Laboratory (Prof. Bierlaire)
Signal Processing Laboratory (Prof. Thiran)
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Path to purchase
Path ro purchase
Project
Impact of the stimuli on the
consumers behavior
Example: design of an ice
cream board
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Path to purchase
Data collection
Eye tracking
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Path to purchase
Data processing
From raw video to numerical data
Movie: Original video
Movie: Correct distortions
Identify locations
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Path to purchase
The model
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Path to purchase
The model
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Path to purchase
Results
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Conclusion
Conclusion
Behavioral models
Individual choice model
Disaggregate market segments
Flexible specification
Quantitative and qualitative variables
Usage of revealed and stated preferences data
Wide range of applications
Can account for subjectivity (attitudes and perceptions)
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Conclusion
Short course: Discrete Choice Analysis: Predicting
Demand and Market Shares
Scanner data
March 23 – 27, 2014
Ecole Polytechnique
Fe´de´rale de Lausanne
Prof. Ben-Akiva (MIT)
Prof. Bierlaire (EPFL)
Prof. McFadden (Berkeley,
to be confirmed)
transp-or.epfl.ch/dca
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